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replace the anti-Semitic plank in their platform JUSt as easily as their fol
lowers can be transplantcd from onc location of wholly rationalized pro
duction to another. The development which leads to ticket thinking is 
based, in any case, on the universal reduction of every specific energy to 

the one, identical. abstract form of labor, from the battlefield to the stu
dio. However, the transition from those conditions to a more human state 
cannor take place, because benign and malign tendencies suffer the same 
fate. The freedom on the progressive ticket is as far removed from the 
existing political power structures, to which progressive decisions neces
sarily lead, as hostility to the Jews is external to the chemical carrel. To be 
sure, the psychologically more humane are artracted to freedom, but the 
advancing loss of ex perience is final ly turning even the supponers of the 
progressive ticket into enemies of difference. It is not JUSt the anti-Semitic 
ticket which is anti-Semitic, but the ticket mentality itself. The rage 
against difference which is teleologically inherent in that mentality as the 
rancor of the dominated subjects of the domination of nature is always 
ready to attack the natural minority, even though it is the social minority 
which those subjects primarily threaten. The social ly responsible elite is in 
any case Far harder to pin down than other minorities. In the murky inter· 
rwinement of property, ownership, control, and management it success
fuHy eludes theoretical definition. The ideology of race and the reality of 
class both equally reveal only an abstract difference from the majority. But 
ahhough the progressive ticket tends to produce something worse than its 
content, the contep.t of the fascist ticket is so vacuous that it can be main
tained as a substitute for something bener only by desperate efforts on the 
part of the deceived. hs horror is that of me blatant but insistent lie. While 
it admits no truth by which it might be measured, its absurdity is so mon
strous as to bring trum negatively within reach, so mat it can be kept apan 
from those deprived of judgment only by their total abstenrion trom 
thought. Enlightenment itself, having mastered itself and assumed irs own 
power, could break through the limits of enlightenment. 
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Nores and Sketches 

AGAINST KNOWING NESS 

One of the lessons of the Hider period is the stupidity of cleverness. 
How many were the expert arguments wim which Jews dismissed the like
lihood o~ Hide~'s rise. when it was already as clear as daylight. 1 recall a 
conversar:on ~lth. an . economist who demonstrated the impossibi lity of 
Germanys mlhtam:.atlon from the interests of Bavarian brewers. And in 
any case, according to the clever people, fuscism was impossible in the 
West. Clever people have always made things easy for barbarians, because 
they are so stupid. I.t i~ the weU·informed. farsighted judgments, the prog
noses based on staustlcs and experience, the observations which begin: "1 
happen to be an expert in this field," it is the well-founded, conclusive 
statements which are untrue. 

Hitler was against intellecr and humanity. But mere is also an inrel
l~ct.which is against humanity: it is distinguished by well-informed supe
nonty. 

Postscri pt 

That cleverness is becoming stupidity is inherent in the historica.1 
tendency. To be reasonable, in the sense used by Chamberlain when he 
called Hitler's demands at Bad Godesberg" unreasonable, means to insist 
thar there be equivalence between giving and taking. Such reason is mod
eled on exchange. Objectives may be attained o nly through the mediation 
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of a kind of market, in the little advantages that power can S[eal while 
respecting the rule by which onc concession is exchanged for another. 
Cleverness is helpless as soon as power disregards mat rule and simply 
appropriates directly. The med.ium of traditional bourgeois intelligence. 
d iscussion, is in dcdine. Even individuals can no longer converse, and 
know it; that is why they have turned card games into a serious, responsi
ble instirution mat calls on all their powers, so that although mere arc no 

conversations, the silence goes unheard. It is no different on the big stage. 
A fascist does not like ro be spoken to. When others have their say. he rakes 

it as an impudent interruption. He is impervious to reason because he rcc
ognizes it only in concessions made by others. 

The contradiction of the stupidity of cleverness is necessary. For 
bourgeois reason is obliged to claim universality wh ile its own develop
ment curtails it. JUSt as, in an exchange. each party receives its due but 
social injustice nevertheless resuirs, the exchange economy's form of reflec
tion, the prevalent rationality. is JUSt, universal. and particularistic, the 
instrument of privilege within equality. Fascism makes it pay the price. It 
openly represents the particular interest. thus unmasking reason, which 
wrongly flaunts its universality, as itSeiflimired. That this turns clever peo
ple all at once into dunces convicts reason of irs own unreason. 

But the fascist, tOO, suffers under the contradiction. For bourgeois 
reason is not only particularistic but also, indeed, universal. and in deny
ing its universality fascism defeats itSelf. Those who came ro power in 
Germany were smarter than the liberals and more stupid. The "progress 
row.ard the new order" has been carried largely by people whose con
sciousness progress has left behind-bankrupts, sectarians, fools. They are 
exempt from error as long as their power precludes all competition. In the 

com petition between stares. however, the fascists not only are JUSt as capa
ble,of making mistakes but-with qualities such as myopia, bigotry, igno
rance of economic forces, and, above all. the inability to perceive the neg

ative and include it in their assessment of the situation as a whole-are 
also impelled subjectively toward the catastrophe which, in their hearts, 
they have always expected. 

r 

• 

No/('s IIl1d Skl'lt'ht's 

TWO WORLDS 

, In this ~OUntry" there is no difference between a person and that per
sons economIC fate. No one is anything other than his we"'I-" h" " 
I' . b h' "Ul, [S Income, 
lIS)O , IS pro~pccts. In ~e ~onsciousness of everyone, including its wear
~r, the econo~lc mask cOlnc[des exactly with what lics beneath it, even in 
Irs smallest wrmkles. All are worth as much as they earn, and earn as much 

as fh~ are WOrt~. ~hey find OUt what they are through the ups and downs 
~f t.helr ~c:onomlc life. They know themselves as norhing else. If the mate
nahst. cfmque of ~ociety once opposed idealism by asserting that it is nor 
' honsclOusness whICh determines being but being consciousness and that 
t e truth b .. b fj , 
b . . a out SOCICty IS W e ound not in its idealistic notions of itself 

ut In I~ eco.nom~ up-w-date self-consciousness has meanwhile discard-
~ ~uch Idealism. I eople judge their own selves by their market value and 
~n Ollt who they ~re from how [hey fare in the capitalist economy. Their 

re, however. sad It may be, is fOf them not something external: rhey 
acknowledge 1[, A Chinese, taking leave, 

Spoke ~irh tear-dimmed tones: On me, my friend 
The smile of worldly fonwlc did not full. 
And .now I leave to wander mountain paths 
5a:klllg my heart's peaQ in their loneliness .... 

"I am a failure," says the American-and that is that. 

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE IDEA 

INTO POWER 

.Famili~r tendencies from recem rimes are sometimes found peefi _ 
ure~ III anClem, exotic hjstory, where distance lends them a heighten:d 
clanty. 

In his c~mmentary on the Isa-Upanishad, Deussen l argues that in 
that work Indmn t~ought took a step beyond what had gone before in the 

'Same way as Jesus .In rhe Gospel according to St. Matthewl went beyond 
t. John the Baptist, and the Stoics beyond the Cyni ..... H h" b ' . h' '->. owever, t [S 

)
0 ~erva[[on IS. Istorically one-sided because the uncompromising ideas of 
o n the ~aptlSf and of the Cynics. no less than the views against which 

the first IlIles of rhe !sa-Upanishad are Supposed to represent progress,) 
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look much more like left~wing secessionist tendencies which have split off 
from powerful diques and parties than central tendencies of historical 
movements, £Tom which European philosophy, Christianity, and the liv~ 
ing Vedic religion themselves branched off. Accordingly, as Deussen him~ 

self notes, the !sa-Upanishad is usuaHy placed at the beginning of Indian 
collections, long before the writings it is said ro have gone beyond. Yet this 
first work itself shows traces of a betrayal of youthful radicalism, of treach
ery against revolutionary opposition to the dominant reality. 

Vedantism, Stoicism, and Ch ristianity rook the step which made 
them capable of organization when they began ro participate in social real
ity and to construct unified theoretical systems. That step was mediated 
by the doctrine that an active role in life need not be harmful to the sal ~ 
vation of the soul, provided one has the right spiritual oudook. To be sure, 
Christianity reached this point only with St Paul. The idea which dis
tances itself from the existi ng order rums inro religion. Those who refused 
to compromise were censured. They srood aloof "from the desire for chil
dren, the desire for weahh, the desire for rhe world, and wandered about 
as beggars. For the desire for children is a desire for property, and the 
desire for property is a worldly desire; and both alike are vain. '" Those 
who express such views may speak the truth according to the upholders of 
civilization, but they do not keep step with the course of social life. They 
rherefore became madmen, and did indeed resemble John the Baptist. He 
"was clothed with camel's hair, and had a girdle of skin about his loins; and 
he did eat locusts and wild honey. "s "The cynics," says Hegel, "have little 
philosophical training and never managed to produce a system, a science. 
Only later was their system made a philosophical discipline, by the 
Stoics."6 "Swinish, shameless beggars,"7 he called these successors. 

The uncompromising figures of whom history has left some record 
did nOt entirely lack an organized following; otherwise nor even their 
names would have come down to us. They set up at least some part of a 
systematic doctrine or a code of behavior. Even the more radical 
Upanishads, attacked by the Isa~Upanishad, were verses and sacrificial for~ 
mulae used by priestly guilds;8 John the Baptist may nOt have inaugurat~ 
ed a religion, but he did found an order.9 The Cynics formed a school of 
philosophers; its founder, A.t'1tisthenes, even sketched the outlines of a the~ 
ory of the state. 10 But the theoretical and pracdcal systems of such hisror~ 
ical outsiders were unstructured, without a cemer, an~ differed from the 
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successful systems by a streak of anarchy. The idea and the individual 
mean more to them than administration and the collective. They therefore 
provoke an?er. Pla~o, the champion of power, had the Cynics in his sights 
when he raJ.led agall1st equating lhe office of king with that of a common 
shepherd and compared a loose organization ofhumanity without nation
al frontiers to a Hate of swine. ll The uncompromising spirits may have 
been willing to unite and cooperate, but they lacked the skill to construct 
a s~lid hiera.rchy closed to those from below. Neither in their theory, 
whICh was without uniformity or consistency, nor in their practice, which 
lacked the cohesion to make an impact, did they themselves reflect the 
world as ir actually was. 

That was the formal difference between the radical and the con
formist movements in religion and philosophy, which did not lie in thei r 
content in isolation. The sect of the ascetic Gaurama conquered rhe Asiatic 
world. During his lifetime he showed a great talent for organization. Even 
ifhe did nor, like rhe reformer Cankara, exclude the lower orders from the 
communic~cion of his doctrine,1 2 he expressly acknowledged property in 
human bemgs and prided himself on the "sons of noble families" who 
joined his order, in which pariahs, "if present at all, appear to have been 
Tare exceptions."13 From the first, his disciples were differentiated on the 
Brahmin model. l~ Cripples, the sick, criminals, and many orhers were 
de~ied admission. 15 Have you, applicants were asked, "leprosy, scrofula, 
whae leprosy, consumption, epilepsy? Are you a human being? Are you a 
man? Are you your own master? Are you withour debts? Are you not in the 
king's service?" and so 011. Fully in keeping with India's brutal patriarchal
ism, women were admitted only reluctantly to me original Buddhist order. 
They had to subjugate themselves to the men and remained in effect 

. " Th . mmors. e entire order enjoyed the patronage of the rulers and fitted 
admirably into Indian life. 

Asceticism and materialism, those opposites, are ambiguous in the 
sa~le .way .. Asceticism as a refusal to participate in the bad exisring order 
COinCides, In filce of oppression, with rhe material demands of the masses, 
;~st as, convers~ly, asceticism as an agent of discipline, imposed by cliques, 
alms at adaptation to injustice. The materialistic acceptance of the status 
quo, individ ual egoism, has always been linked to renunciation, while the 
~z~ ~f the unworldly zealot, roving beyond the existing order, rests mate
rialistically on the land of milk and honey. Asceticism is sublated in true 
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materialism, and materialism in true ascetiCism. The hi:tory of those 
.lncient religions and schools, like that of ~he ~odern .rartles an~ ~evolu
tions, can teach us that the price of SUrviVal IS practical compilclry, (he 
lransformation of rhe idea into power. 

THE THEORY OF GHOSTS 

Freud's theory that the belief in ghostS comes from the evil thoughts 
of the living about the dead, from the memory of old death v.:ishes, is t?O 
narrow. The hatred of the dead is jealousy as much as a feeling of gUilt. 
Those left behind feel abandoned, and attribute their pain to the deceas~d 
who causes it. At the stages of humaniry's development when de~t~ St~ lI 
appeared as a direct continuation oflife, the aban~onm~nt of the ~Ivlllg III 
death seemed necessarily like a betrayal, and even III enhghtene~ times the 
old belief is not quite extinguished. It runs counter to consCiousness to 

conceive of death as absolute nothingness; absolute nothingne~s cannor ~ 
thought. And as the burden of life falls back on those left behlll~, the ~ It
u:uion of the dead can readily seem the better stare. The way III wluch 
some bereaved people entirely reorganize their lives after the death of ~ne 
-lose to them the busy cult of the deceased or, inversely, the forgenmg 
~:ttionalized ~ ract, are the modern counterpart to the belief in ghosts 
which in unsublimated fotm, continues unabated in spiritualism. Only , . 
when the horror of annihilation is raised fUlly into consciousness are we 
placed in the proper relationship to the dead: .t~a[ of unity with the~, 
~ince we, like them, are victims of the same conditions and of the same dls
.Ippointed hope. 

Postscript 

The disturbed relationship to the dead-who are forgotten and 
emba!med~is one of the symptoms of the sickness of experience to~ay. It 
light almost be said that the concept of human life itself, as the unlEy of 

~ person's history, has become invalid: the individual's life is now defined 
Inerdy by its opposite, annihilation, but has lost ~l concordance, all con
tinuilY berween conscious remembrance and IIlvolunr:uy memory
meaning. Individuals are reduced · to a mere succession of instan.faneous 
presents, which leave behind no [face, or rather, the trace of which they 
h.ue :l.'. something irradonal , superfluous, utterly obsolete~ Jusr as any 

, 
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book which has not been published recently is suspect; just as the idea of 
history, outside the specialized activities of the academic discipline, makes 
up-to-date people nervous, the past of a human being makes them furi
ous. What someone was and experienced earlier is annulled in face of what 
he is now, or of the purpose for which he can be used. The threateningly 
well-meaning advice frequently given to emigrants thar they should forger 
the past because it cannot be transplanted, that they should write off their 
prehistory and start an entirely new life, merely inflicts verbally on the 
spectral intruders the violence they have long learned to do to themselves. 
They repress history in themselves and others, out of fear that it might 
remind them of the disintegration of their own lives, a disintegration 
which itself consists largely in the repression of history. The fate which 
befalls all feelings, the ostracizing of what has no marker value, is applied 
most harshly to something which cannot even contribute to a psycholog
ical restoration of labor power, mourning. It is becoming the Stigma of civ
ilization, an asocial sentimentality which reveals [hat human beings have 
not yet been made to swear absolute allegiance to the realm of purposes. 
Therefore mourning, more than all else, is disfigured, deliberately turned 
into the social formality which, for the hardened survivors, the beautiful 
corpse has always been. In the funeral home and the crematorium, where 
the deceased are processed into transportable ashes, into a burdensome 
possession, it is indeed untimely to let oneself go, and the young girl who, 
proudly describing the first-class funeral of her grandmother, added: "A 
pity that Daddy lost control," because he had shed a few tears, precisely 
expresses the current srate of affairs. The dead are in truth subj"cted to 
what for the ancient Jews was the most grievous curse: To thee shall no 
thoughts be turned. The living vent on the dead their despair that they no 
longer give thought to tllemselves. 

QUAND MEME 

External pressute has forced human beings to overcome their own 
inertia, to produce material and intellectual works. Thinkers from 
Democrirus to Freud are not wrong in believing this. The resistance of 
externa1 narure, to which the pressure can finally be traced back, ptopa~ 
gates itself in society through the classes, acting on all human beings from 
childhood onward as the callousness of their fellows. People are gentle 
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when they want something from those who are suonger, and harsh when 
rhe weaker want something from them. That has been the key LO the 

narure of the person in society up ro now. . .. . 
The conclusion dr:lwn by conservadves. th:lt rerror and clvl!Lz:lt10n 

are inseparable, is well founded. What could enable h~man beings to 
develop the abili ty [0 master complex stimuli, if not their own develop
mental exertions, which have to be spurred on by external resistan.ce? The 
resistance which drives them is first embodied in the father; later It grows 
a thousand heads: teachers, superiors, cusromers, competirors, the repre
sentatives of social and STate powers. Their brutality stimulates individual 

spontaneity. 
That this harshness might be moderated in the furure, [hat the bloody 

punishments by which humanity has been tamed ~n the course of cenruries 
could be replaced by the establishment of sanatOria, seems no more than a 
dream. Simulated compulsion is powerless. Culture has evolved under the 
shadow of the executioner; Genesis, which tells of the expulsion from 
P:lradise and the Soirin de Petmbottrg'"" are in agreement on this. Work and 

leasure'take place under the shadow of the executioner. To contradict this 
is [0 fly in the face of all science, ali logic. One cannot a.bol~sh terr~r. and 
retain civilization. Even to relax the former means the begmnmg of dlslIlte
gration. The most diverse conclusions can be drawn from this: fro~ the 
worship of fascist barbarism to a flight into the circles ~fHell."'There IS one 
other possibility: to scorn logic, if it is against humanity. 

ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY" 

A large dog stands beside the highway. If he walks trustfully ontO ~t 
he will be run over. His peaceful expression indicates thar normally he IS 

berrer looked after-a pet which no one harms. But do the sons of the 
upper bourgeoisie, whom no one harms, have peaceful expressio~s o~ 
their faces? They have not been worse looked after than the dog, which IS 

now run over. 

FOR VOLTAIRE 

Your reason is olle-sid~d, whispers one-sided reason ; you have done 
power an injustice. You have trumpeted the scandal o~ tyranny e1oquent-
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iy, tearfully, sarcastically, thunderously; but the good that power has 
brought about-on that you have kept silent. Without the security which 
only power could establish, thar good would never have come into being. 
Beneath the wings of power, life and love have played; even your own hap
piness has been wrested from hostile nature by power. Thoughts inspired 
by apologetics are true and false at once. Despite its great accomplish
ments, only power can commit injustice, for only the executed judgment 
is unjust, not the lawyer's unexecuted plea. Only when discourse aims at 
oppression, defending power instead of powerlessness, docs it contribute 
to the general wrong. But power, one-sided reason now whispets, is repre
sented by human beings. By exposing the former, you make a target of the 
laner. And after them, worse perhaps will come. The lie speaks truth. 
When fascist murderers are wairing, one should nor incite the people 
against the weak govemment. But even the alliance with the less brutal 
power does not imply that one should keep silent about infamies. The 
likelihood that good causes might be damaged by denunciation of the 
injustice which protectS them from the devil has always been outweighed 
by the advantage the devil gains if the denunciation of injustice is left sole
ly to him. How far must a society have sunk in which only scoundrels still 
speak the truth-and Goebbels reminds us that the lynch mob is still hap
pily at work. Not the good but the bad is the subject matter of cheory. 
Theory presupposes the reproduction of life in its existing forms. b ele
ment is freedom, its theme oppression. Where language grows apologetic, 
it is already corrupted; by its nature it can be neithet neurral nor pr::acti
C'-I I.-Could you not pomay the good sides of life and proclaim love as a 
principle, instead of endless bitterness?-There is onJy one expression for 
fruth: the thought which repudiates injustice. If insistence on the good 
sides of life is nor subia ted in the negative whole, it transfigures itS own 
opposite: violence. With words I can intrigue, propagate, suggest; that is 
Ihe attribute which entangles them, as it entangles all activity in the world, 
and is the only olle which is understood by the lie. It insinuates that even 
when one contradicts the existing order, one is acting in the service of 
mher, emergent powers, competing bureaucracies, and rulers. In its name
less fear, it can and will see only what resembles itself. Anything which is 
.lhsorbed into its medium, language as mere instrument, becomes idenri
\.;11 to the lie as objects become indisringuishable in darkness. But 
.l lthough it is true thal there is no word which could not ultimately be 
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used by rhe lie, the word's temper never gleams in the lie but only in the 
thought hardened in the fight agai nst power. Uncompromising hatred of 
the terror inflicted on the last of the earth's creatures legitimizes the grati
tude of those who are spared. Invocation of the sun is idolatry. Only the 
spectacle of the tree withered in its heat gives a presentiment of the 
majesty of the day which will not scorch the world on which it shines. 

CLASS IFI CATION 

General concepts coined by means of abstraction or axiomatically by 
individual sciences form the material of representation no less than the 
names of individual objects. Opposition ro general concepts is absurd. 
There is more to be said. however, about the status of the general. What 
many individual things have in common, or what constantly recurs in one 
individual thing, needs not be more stable, eternal, or deep than the par
ticular. The scale of caregories is not the same as that of significance. That 
was precisely the error of the Eleatics and all who followed them. with 
Plaro and Aristotle at their head. 

The world is unique. The mere repetition in speech of momentS 
which occur again and again in the same form bears more resemblance to 
a futile, compulsive litany than to the redeeming word. Classification is a 
condition of knowledge, not knowledge itself, and knowledge in turn dis
solves classification. 

AVALANCHE -

The present time is without turning points. A turn of events is 
always for the better. But when, as today, calamiry is at its height, the heav
ens open and hurl their fire on those who are loSt in any case. 

This impression is communicated first of all by what was common
ly called the social and political sphere. At one rime, the front pages of 
daily newspapers seemed strange and vulgar to happy women and chil
(lren-newspapers reminded them of alehouse swagger-until rhe bold 
headline finally crossed their th reshold as a real threat. Rearmament, over
seas affitirs, tension in the Mediterranean, and who knows what other 
grandiose phrases put genuine fear into people, until the Fim World War 
broke ou[. Then, wilh its ever more dizzying figurts. came inflation. , 
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When it paused in its course, that did not mean a [timing point but still 
greater misfortune: rationalization, closures, demolition. When Hider's 
vote. went up, modesr.ly ar first bur insistently, it was already clear that its 
monon was that of an avalanche. Voting figures are, indeed, characteristic 
of mat phenomenon. When, on the evening of the prefascist election day, 
the first results came in from the districts an eighth, a sixteenth of the 
vores already anticipated dIe whole. If ten or twenty districts turn en mane 

in a cenain direcrion, me remaining hundred will not oppose them. 
Already a uniform mentality exists. The essence of rhe world coincides 
with the statistical law by which its surface is classified. 

In Germany, fascism triumphed under a crassly xenophobic, anri
cultural, collectivist ideology. Now that it has devastated me earth, nations 
must fight against it; there is no other way. But when all is over, a spirit of 
freedom need nor spread across Europe; its nations may become as xeno
phobic, as hostile to culture. and as pseudocoUectivist as the fascism 
against which they had to defend themselves. Even its defeat will nor nec
essarily break the morion of the avalanche. 

The fundamental principle of liberal philosophy was that of 
bmh/and. Today the principle of either/or seems to apply, bur in such a 
way that the decision has already been taken for the worse. 

I SOLAT IO N BY COMMUN I CATION 

. That communication media cause isolation is rfue nor only in the 
mtellectual sphere. Not only does the mendacious idiom of' the radio 
announcer fix itsel~ in the brain as an image of language itself, preventing 
peo~le from speaki ng [Q one another; nor only does the voice advertising 
PepSI-Cola drown out the leveling of continents; not only does the ghost
ly image of the cinema hero model the embraces of adolescents. and later 
adultery. Progress keeps people literally apart. The linle counter at the rail
road Station ~r the bank allowed the clerks to whisper to their colleagues 
and share thelT meager secrets; me glass partitions of modern offices, the 
huge r~oms in which countless employees sitting together can be easily 
\upervls~ both by rhe public and by their managers, no longer counte
nance pnvate conversations and idylls. Even in offices, rhe taxpayer is now 
protected from waning of time by wage earners, who are isolated in their 
t:otlecrive. Bur the means of communication also isolate people physically. 
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T he railroad has been supplanted by cars. T he making of ~ravel acquain
tances is reduced by the private aummobile m half-ducatemn.g encoumers 
with hitchhikers. People travel on rubber tires in str i c~ i~latlon from o~e 

th What is talked about in one family automobIle IS the same as 10 ano er. 'cal . 
another; in the nuclear family, conversation is regulated by practl inter-
ests. Just as every family with a certain income s~~ds rhe ~me percem
age on housing, cinema, cigarettes, exactly as Statl.StlCS prescribe, the sub
ject matter of conversations is schematiz.cd accordlllg to the class of auto
mobile. When they meet on Sunday oudngs or in restallT:nts, me menus 
and decor of which are idemical to others in the same pnce category, the 
guests fmd that with increasing isolation they have ~co~e more and 
more alike. Communication makes people conform by Isolanng them. 

ON THE CR I TIQUE OF THE PH I LOSOP H Y 

OF HISTORY 

T he human species is not. as has been asserted. a freak event in nat
ural history, an incidental and abnormal formation produced by ~yper
trophy of the cerebral organ. That assertion is true only of reason m. cer-

. . d· ·d a\< 0' perhaps even of a few countries over short periods. 
talll 1Il Ivt u ~, . "d al 
when the economy has allowed maneuvering space ro s~ch mdivi u s. 
The cerebral organ, human intelligence. is firmly es~abhshed enough to 
constitute a regular epoch of the earth's hisrory. In thIS. erc:'ch, the human 
species including its machines, chemicals, and organIzational powers
for wh~ should th~y not be seen as a parr of it as tceth ar.e a part 0; th.e 
bear, since they serve the same purpose and merely fUllction be~t~.-tS 
the last word in adaptation. Humans have not only overtaken thelt Imme
diate predecessors but have eradicated them mo~e thoroughl! than almost 
:lny other recent species, not excluding the carntvorous saurians. 

In face of this it seems somewhat whimsical to uy to constru~ w~r1d 
history, as did Hegel, in terms of categories such .as .fre~.om and JUStice. 
These categories do indeed originate in eccentrlc mdlvtduals, .who are 
insignificant in relation [Q the general course of th~ ~hol~, unl~ss It be ~lal 
they help to bring about transient hiS(Qri~1 condlllons til whtch especIal
ly large quantities of machines and chemtcals are produc~ to s~rengthen 
the spt."cies and subjugate others. According to this senous history. all 

-
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ideas. prohibitions, religions, and political creeds are of interest only inso~ 
far as, arising from diverse condi tions. they increase or decrease the natur~ 

aI survival prospects of the human species on the earth or within the uni
verse. The liberation of citizens from the injustice of the fe udal and :lbso
lurist past served, through liberalism, to unleash machinery, just as the 
emancipation of women has culminated in their being trained as a branch 
of the armed forces. The mind, and all that is good in its origins and exis
tence. is hopelessly implicated in this horror. We owe rhe serum which the 
doctor administers to the sick cll ild to the attack on defenseless creatures. 
In the endearments of lovers, as in the most sacred symbols of C hrist
ianity. we can detect the lust for me flesh of the kid. JUSt as the ambigu
ous respect for the totem animal is discernible in that lust. Even our com
plex understanding of cooking, church, and theater is a consequence of 
the sophisticated division of labor, which exists at the expense of nature 
within and outside human society. The historical funct ion of culture lies 
in retroactively heightening this form of organ ization. T hat is why genuine 
thought. which detaches itself from that function, reason in its pure form. 
takes on the trait of madness which down-to-earm people have never 
failed to observe. If that kind of reason were ro win a decisive victOry with
in humanity, the predominance of the species would be threatened. T he 
"freak evem" theory would final ly [Urn Out to be true. But that theory, 
which cynically sought [0 supporr a critique of the anthropocentric phi~ 
losophy of history. is itself tOO anthropocentric to hold true. Reason acts 
as an instrument of adaptation and not as a sedative, as might appear from 
the use sometimes made of it by individuals. Its ruse consists' in making 
humans into beasts with an ever~wider reach, and not in bringing about 
the identity of subject and object. 

A philosophical interpretation of world history would have to show 
how. despite all the demurs and resistances, me systematic domination 
over nature has been asserted more and more decisively and has integrat
c:d all internal human characteristics. Economic, political, and cultural 
furms· would have to be derived from this position. T he idea of the super
human can be applicable only in the sense of a transition fro m quantity to 
Iluality. JUSt as the airman with the toxic spray, who in a few flights can 
dc:anse [he last continents of the last free animals. might be called super-
111.111 in comparison to the troglodyte,' a human super-am phibian might 
t lillie into being for whom the airman of today would seem like a harm-

• 
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less swallow. But it is doubtful whether a species one stage higher man 
man can emerge as a genu ine product of natural histOry. For anthropo
morphism contains a measure of truth in that natural history did not reck
on with the happy throw of the dice it accomplished in engendering the 
human being. The human capacity for destruction promises to become so 
great that-once this species has exhausted itself-a tttbula rasa will have 
been created. Either the human species will tear itself to pieces or it will 
take al l the earth's Fauna and flora down with it, and if clJe earth is sdll 
young enough, the whole procedure- to vary a Famous dictum"--will 
have to stan again on a much lower level. 

By attributing humane ideas as active powers [0 hisrory. and pre
senti ng them as hiswry's culm ination, rhe philosophy of history suipped 
them of the naivety inherent in their content. The poor figure always cut 
by such ideas when the economy-that is, when power-was nor with 
them"- makes a mockery of everything weak, and in this way their amhors 
have unwittingly identifi ed themselves with the oppression they sought to 
abolish. The philosophy of history repeat.~ what happened in Christianity: 
the good, which in real ity remains at the mercy of suffering, is dressed up 
as a force which determines the cou rse of history and finally triumphs. It 
is deified as [he World Spirit or as an immanent law. But not only is his
tory thereby turned into its direct opposite, but the idea, which was sup
posed ro break the necessity, the logical course of events, is itself distoned. 
The danger of the "freak event" is averred. Impotence mistaken for power 
is denied a second t ime by such elevation, as if erased from memory. In 
this way, Christianity, idealism, and materialism, which in themselves con
tain truth, also bear guilt for the villainies commined in ilieir name. In 
proclaiming power-even a benign power-they became themselves 
highly organized historical powers, and as such played their bloody role in 
the real history of the human species: as instruments of organization. 

Because history as the correlative of unified theory, as something 
capable of interpretation, is not the good but, in faCt. the horror, thought 
is in reality a negative element. The hope for better conditions, insofar as 
it is nor merely an illusion. is founded less on the assurance that those con
ditions are guaranteed. sustainable. and final than 011 a lack of respect for 
what is so firmly enscOnced amid the general suffering. The infinite 
patience. me tender, never-extinguished impulse of creaturely life toward 
expression and light, which seems to soften and,pacify within itself thc 
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v~olence of cr~arive evol~tion. ~oes not, like the rational philosophies of 
history. pre~nbe a certam praxIS as beneficial, not even that of nonresis
~ance. The llgh~ of reason. which dawned in that impulse and is reflected 
m the ~c~Uectmg thought of human beings, falls. even on the happieS[ 
day, on us Irresolvable contrad iction: the calamity which reason alone can
not averr. 

MONUMENTS TO H UMANITY 

Humanity has always been more at home in France than elsewhere 
B~t the Frc.nch were no longer aware of the fact. What their books con~ 
tame~ was I deolo~y recog~ized ~y all. The beccer qualities led a segregat
ed exls[e~~ of their own: m the mflection of voice, the turn of phrase, rhe 
anful CUlSlIle. the,,- existence of brothels, the cast-iron pissoirs. Bu t the 
Blum government already declared war on such respect for the individ
ual, and even the conservatives did litde to protect its monumenrs. 

PROM A THE ORY OF THE CR I MINA L" 

. . .. Lik~ (he criminal, imprisonment was a bourgeois affitir. In the 
Middle Ages mcarceration was reserved for [he oa'p",'ng f' h b r rp.;, 0 pnnces w 0 
sym 0 lze~ a~ inconvenient hereditary claim. Criminals were tortured ro 
death, ro msnll a respect for ordcr and law in the m O"" oflhe I ' . h .. ~" popu anon, 
smce t e exa~ple .of severity and cruelty teaches the severe and cruel to 
~ove . Regular Impn~onment pr~supposes a rising nced for l:Jbor power. '" It 
eflec~ the bourgeOIS mode ofhfe as suffering. T he rows of cells in a mod

ern pnson :cpresent monads in the true Leibn i1.ian sense. "The Monads 
hav~ no wmdows, through which anyming could come in or go out. 
~cClden ts cannot separate themselves from substances nor go about out
Side them, as rhe 'sensible species' of the Scholastics used 10 do Th ' 
J b . us nel

t ler su stance nor accident can come into a Monad from outside."17 Th 
monads h~ve no direct in fluence on one another; their lives are rcgu late~ 
and ~oordmated by God, or the prison ad ministration . IS The absolu te 
lonelmess. rhe enforced rel iance on a self whose whole be' " I . mg conSists III 

t le mastenng of material and me monotonous rhythm of work. spectral-
ly prefigure human existence in the modern world The "'d' ." I ' d h . . ,a !CdJ ISO anon 
,In t e radical reduction to an unchanging, hopeless nothingness arc 
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identical. The human being in jail is the virtual image of the bourgeois 
type he has yet to make himself in reality. Those who fail to achieve this 
outside have it inflicted on them with terrible purity inside. The rational

ization of prison life through the need to segregate the criminal from soci
cry. or even to improve him. does not go to the root of the mauer. Prisons 
are the image of the bourgeois working world thought through to the end, 
set up as an emblem in rhe world by rhe hatred of human beings for whar 
they are forced to make themselves become. The weak, the retarded, the 
brutalized must suffer in modified form the order of life (0 which others 
have lovelessly adapted themselves; rhe inrrovened violence of the latter is 
grimly repeated again$[ the former. The criminal, in whose crime self
preservation was paramount, has in realiry the weaker, more labile self; [he 

habitual offender is an enfeebled being. 
Prisoners are invalids. Their weakness has brought them into a situ

ation which has undermined them in body and mind and continues to do 

so. Most were already sick when they commined the crime which put 
them in prison-sick through meir constitution and their circumstances. 

Other acted as any healthy person would in the same constelladon of 
stimu li and motives but were simply unlucky. A residue were more malev
olcnt and cruel than most free people-as malevolent and cruel in their 
persons as the fascist world rulers are through their positions. The deed of 
the common criminal is petty, personal, directly destructive. The proba
biliry is that even in the case of the most extreme crimes the living sub
stance, which is the same in everyone, could not, in any embodiment, 
have escaped the pressure of bodily cOn5titmion and individual fine from 
birth onward which 'Ied the criminal to the crime; and that you and I, but 

for the grace of the insight granted to us through a chain of circumstances, 
would have acted like the person who committed murder. And now, as 

prisoners, they are mere invalids, and the punishment meted out to them 
is blind, an alien event, a misfortune like cancer or the collapse of a house. 
Imprisonmcnt is a lingering illness. This is revealed by prisoners' expres
sions, their caUTious gait, their circumstantial way of thinking. Like me 

sick, they can talk only of their sickness. 
When, as today, the boundaries between respectable and illegal rack

ets arc objectively fluid, psycpological figures also merge. But as long as 
criminals were still invalids, as in the nineteenth century, custody repre
senred a reversal of their weakness. The suength to stand out as an indi-
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vidual against one's environment and, at the same time, to make contact 
with it through the approved forms of lmercourse and thereby to assert 
oneself within it-in criminals this strength was eroded. They represent
ed a tendency deeply inherent in living things, the overcoming of which is 
the mark of all developmenc me tendency to lose oneself in one's sur
roundings instead of actively engaging with them, the inclination to let 
oneself go, to lapse back imo nature. Freud called this the death impulse, 
Caillois k mim!tisme. 19 Addiction of this kind permeates anything which 
runs counter to unswerving progress, from crime, which cannot take me 
detour through the current forms of labor. to the sublime work of art. The 
yielding attitude to things without which art cannot exist is not so far 

removed from me clenched violence of the criminal. The inability to say 
No which causes the young girl to succumb to prostitution also tends to 
determine the carecr of the criminal. He is characterized by a negation 
which lacks the power of resistance. Against such deliquescence, which
wi thout definite consciousness, timid and impotent evcn in its most bru
tal form- at the same time imitates and destroys pitiless civilization, the 
latter sets the solid waUs of prisons and workhouses, its own stony ideal. 
Just as, according to de Tocqueville, bourgeois republics, unlike monar
chies, do not violate the body but set to work directly on the soul, pun
ishments of this kind artack the spirit. Those they tOrture no longer die 

broken on the wheel over long days and nights bur perish mentally, as 
silent, invisible examples in the great prison buildings, which differ from 
lunatic asylums alm05t only in name. 

Fascism absorbs both insriturions. The concentration of com~mand 
throughour production is causing sociery to revert to the stage of direC[ 
rule. As the detour of power via the internal markets of nations disappears, 
so, tOO, do intellectual mediations, including law. Thinking, which had 
developed though transactions, as a result of egoism's need to negotiate, is 
now given over wholly to rhe planning of violent appropriation. The fas
cist mass murderer has emerged as the pure essence of the German facto
ry owner, no longer distinguished from the criminal by anything but 

power. The detour has become unnecessary. Civil law, which continued to 
function in regulating differences between entrepreneurs surviving in the 

shadow of big industry, has become a kind of tribunal against the lower 
orders, a justice which no longer upholds, however badly, the interests of 
victims-a mere instrument of terrOf. However, the legal protection 
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which is now disappearing once defi ned property. Monopoly. as the con
sum mation of private property. is annih ilating the latter's concept. Of the 
international and social COntract . which fascism ' in its dealings wim states 
is replacing by secret agreements. only me compulsion of the universal is 
allowed to apply in internal affairs. a compulsion its servants rhen liberal
ly administer to the rest of humanity. In the totalitarian state ' punishment 
and crime are being liquidated as superstitious residues, and a naked erad

icarion of opponents, certain of its political goal, is spread ing across 
Europe under the regime of criminals. Next to the concentration camp, 

the penitentiary seems like a memory of the good old days, much as the 
old-style advertiser, though it already betrayed truth, appears beside the 
glossy magazine, the li terary content of which-even if it concerns 
Michelangelo-performs me function , still more than the advertisements, 
of business report, emblem of authority and publicity medium. The isola
tion once inflicted on prisoners from outside has by now implanted itsel f 
universally in the flesh and blood of individuals. Their well-trained souls 
and happiness are as bleak as the prison cells which the rulers can already 
do without, since the entire labor force of nations has fa llen to rnem as 

spoils. The penal sentence pales beside the social reality. 

LE PRI X DU PR OG RES 

In a recemly discovered letter by the French physiologist Pierre 
Flourens, who once had m e unhappy distinction of being elected to the 
Academie Fran,aise in preference to Victor Hugo, a curious passage 

occurs: 

I stili cannot bring myself to asunr to the use of chloroform in general sur
gical practice. AI; you may know, I have devoted extensive study to this drug and 
as a rcsulr of animal experiments have been one of the first to describe its specif
ic characteriSlics. My scruples are based on the simple faa mal operacions under 
chloroform, and probably also under the other known forms of narcosis, amoum 
to a deception. The agents act only on certain mOtor and coordinalion cemers and 
on the residual capacity of the nerve substance. Under the influence of chloro
form it loses a Significant part of its ability to record traces of impressions bm not 
the capacity for feeling as such. On the contrary, my observations indicate that in 
conjunction with a general paralysis of innervation, pain is felt sti ll more keenly 
limn in the normal state. The deception of the public results from the: inability of 
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the patient to remember the events once the ope:racion is completed. If we tOld 
our patients the [rmh, it is likely that none of them would Opt for the drug, 
whereas now, as a resul t of our silence:, they generally insist on its use. 

Bur even disregarding the fact that the only, dubious benefit is a loss of 
memory regarding rhe time of the inte:rvention, me spread of [his practice seems 
to me to bring with it a far more serious danger. Given the increasing superficial
ity of [he general academic training of our doctors, medicine might be encouraged 
by an unlimited use of the drug heedlessly to undertake ever mOTe complicated 
and serious surgical interventions. Instead of carrying our such experiments on 
animals in the: service of research, we should then make our patients rhe unwit
ting subjects of a periments. It is conceivable lhal the painful excitations which, 
in vicw of thei r specific nature, may exceed all known sensations of this kind, 
would cause lasting psychical damage to the patient, or might even lead 10 an 
indescribably agonizing death under narcosis, the peculiarities of which would 
remain for ever hidden from family members and the world. Wou ld that nOl be 
altogether too great a price to pay for progress? 

If Flourens were right in this letter, the obscure workings of the 
world's divine governance would at least fo r once be justified. The animal 
would be avenged by the sufferings of its executioner: each operation a 
vivisection. A suspicion would arise that our attitude toward human 

beings, and toward all creatures. is no different to that roward ourselves 
after a successful operation: blindness to tOrment. For cogn it ion, the space 

separating us from others would mean the same th ing as the time between 
us and the suffering in our own past: an insu rmountable barrier. But the 
perennial dom inion over nature, med ical and nonmedical technology, de
rives its strength from such blind ness; it would be made possible only by 
oblivion. Loss of memory as the transcendental condition of science. All 
reification is forgening. · 

VAIN TERROR 

The gaze ftxed on calamity has an element of fascinat ion. Bur there
fore of secret complicity. So strong are the social bad conscience of all who 
have a pan in injustice, and the hatred of fulfilled life, that in cri tical sit
uations they turn directly against self-interest as an immanent revenge. 
There was in the French bourgeois a fatal agency which ironically resem
hied the heroic ideal of the fasci sts: they rejoiced in the triumph of their 
likeness. as expressed in Hitler's rise, even though it threatened them with 
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rum; indeed, they took cheir own ruin as evidence of the justice of the 
order they represented. A precursor of this behavior is found in the atti
rude of many rich people to impoverishment, the image of which they 
conjure up under the rationaliz..1tion of parsi mony: it is their latent ten
dency, even while they fight tenaciously for every penny. suddenly to give 
up all their possessions withom a fight or irresponsibly to gamble them 
away. In fascism they achieve the synthesis of power-craving and self-hate. 
:md their vain terror is always accompanied by the qualification: 1 always 
saw it coming. 

I NT EREST IN THE BODY 

Beneath the known history of Europe there runs a subterranean one. 
It consists of the fate of the human instincts and passions repressed and 
disrorted by civilization. Fro m the vantage point of the fascis t present. in 
which the hidden is coming to light, the manifest history is also revealing 
its connection to that dark side, which is passed over in the official legend 
of nation states, and no less in its progressive critique. 

Most mutilated of all is the relationship ro the body. Under the divi
sion of labor, in wh ich the benefits accrued to one side and labor to me 
odler. brure strength was anathematized. The less the masters could do 
without the labor of the rest, the more base labor was declared to be. Like 
the slave. work received a stigma. C hristianity celebrated labor but. in 
compensation, vilified the flesh as the source of all evil. In collusion with 
[he unbeliever (Machiavelli. it rang in the modern bourgeois order by 
extolling work, which in the Old Testament had been designated a curse. 
For the Desert Fathers, Dorotheus, Moses the Robber, Paul the Simple, 
and others of the poor in spirit, labor was still a direct means of entering 
the Kingdom of Heaven. For Luther and Calvin the link berween work 
and salvation was already so convoluted that the relentless injunction to 
work seems almost like mockery, the boot grinding dte worm into the 
dust. 

The princes and patricians could console themselves fo r the religious 
gulf which had opened between their earthly days and their eternal voca
tion with the thought of the revenues they would derive from the labor 
time of others. For the irrationality of the doctrine of election left the pos
si bility of redemption open to them. But on tJ1C others the pressu re 

, 
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weighed aU the more heavily. They were dimly aware that the mortifica
tion of rhe flesh by power was nothing other than the ideological reflec
tion of the oppression practiced on them. The fate of the slaves of 
Antiquity was endured by victims up to rhe modern colonial peoples: they 
counted as inferior. There were by natu re two races: the higher and the 
lower. The emancipation of the European individual took place in con
junction with a general culrural transformation by which the splir within 
the emancipated penetrated mote deeply the more the external physical 
compulsion abated. The exploited body was [Q be regarded by the lower 
orders as the bad and the mind, for which the others had leisure, as the 
highest good. This development made Europe capable of its most sublime 
cuJrural achievements. but, at the same time as the control over the body 
was increased. the hint of fraud which had been detectable from the firs t 
also intensified the obscene malice, the love-hate tOward the body which 
permeated the mentality of [he masses over the centuries and found its 
authentic expression in the language of Luther. In the relationship ofindi
viduals to the body, their own and that of others, is reenacted the irra
tionality and injustice of power as cruelty; and that irrationality is as far 
removed from judicious insight and serene reflection as power is from free
dom. In N ien.sche's theory of cruelty, and srill more in the work of Sade, 
the extent of this connection is recognized, while in Freud's doctrines of 
narcissism and the death impulse it is interpreted psychologically. 

Love-hate for the body colors the whole of modern culture. The 
body is scorned and rejected as something inferior, enslaved, and at the 
same time is desired as forbidden, reified. estranged. Only culture treats 
the body as a thing that can be owned, only in culture has it been dis[in~ 
guished from mind, the quintessence of power and command, as the 
object, the dead thing, the corpus. In humanity's self-abasement to the COT~ 
pus nature takes its revenge for the debasement of the human being to an 
object of power. to raw material. T he compulsion toward cruel ty and 
destruction stems from the organic repress ion of proximity to the body, 
much as. according to Freud's inspired intuition, disgust came into being 
when, with the adoption of the upright stance and the greater distance 
from the earth. the sense of smell , which attracted the male ani mal to the 
menstruating female. fell victim to organic repression. In Western civiliza
lion, and probably in any civilization, what pertains to the body is 
"Ibooed, a subject of attraction and revu lsion. Among the G reek rlllers, 
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and in feudalism, (he relationship to the body was also conditioned by 
power, through the need for personal physical prowess. The cultivation of 
the body had a naively social objective. T he kll/us kngllfhos was only partly 

an illusion; in part the gymnasium was needed for the aerual maintenance 
of personal power, at least as training in the lordly posture. With the com
plete transition of power to the bourgeois form mediated by trade and 
communications. and still more with the rise of industry, a formal change 
occurred. Instead of to the sword, humani£), bas enslaved itself to the 
gigantic apparatus. wh ich. to be sure, ultimately fo rges the sword. The 
rational purpose of enhancing the male body thereby disappeared; the 
Romantic 3nemprs [Q achieve a renascence of the body in the nineteenth 
and t"\ventieth centuries merely idealize something dead and mutilated . 

Nietzsche, Gauguin, George, and Klages recognized the nameless stupid
ity which is the result of progress. But they drew the wrong conclusion. 
They did not denounce the wrong as it is but transfigured the wrong as it 
was. The rejection of mechanization became an embellishment of indus
trial mass culture, which cannot do without the noble gesture. Against 
their will, artists reworked the lost image of the unity of body and mind 
for the adverrising industry. The celebration of paragons of vitality, from 
the Blond Beast [Q the south-sea islanders, culminates ineluctably in the 
"sarong film," me advertisements for vitamins and skin cream, w.hich are 
only stand-ins for rhe immanent goal of publicity: the new, big, beautifuJ, 
noble human type-the leaders and their troops. The fasc ist leaders again 

lake the implements of murder into their hands, execming their prisoners 
with pistol and horsewhip. Dor as a resuh of [heir superior strength but 
because the gtgamic apparatus and the real holders of power, who still 
abstai n from such acts. deliver the victims of reason of state to me base

ment of meir headquarters. 
T he body cannot be turned back into the envelope of (he soul. It 

remains a cadaver, no matter how trained and fit it may be. The transfor
mation into dead maner, indicated by the affinity of corpus to corpse. was 
a part of the perennial process which turned nature into stuff, material. 
The achievements of civil ization are a product of sublimation. of the 
acquired love-hate for body and earth. from which domination has vio
lently severed all humari beings. The spirit's reaction [Q the corporeal iza
tion or humanity is productive in medicine. while its reaction to the reifi

cation of the whole of n:trure is productive in rec,h nology. But the mllr-
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derer. the killer, me brutalized colossi who are used by the ruling powers, 

legal and illegal, great and small, as their clandestine enforcers, me violent 
men who arc always on hand when there is someone to be dispatched, the 
lynchers and clan members, the bruiser who steps in when someone 
answers back, the terrible figures to whom everyone is delivered up as soon 
as the protective hand of power is withdrawn from them, a soon as mey 
lose wealth and position. all the werewolves lurking in the darkness ofhis
tory and sustaining the fea r withom which there is no domination: in 
them me love-hate for the body is crude and direct; they desecrate what 
they touch, they destroy what they see in the light, and this destruction is 
a rancor against reification; in blind rage they repeat against the living 
thing what mey cannot make undone: the spl itti ng of life into mind and 
its object. The human being irresistibly attracts them. they wam to reduce 
him or her to the body, nothing shall be allowed to live. This enmity of 
the lowest for the life wimered within them, an enm ity once carefull y 

implanted and nurtured by those at the top, whether secular or clerical, 
and to which the lowest relate themselves, homosexually and paranoiacal
Iy, by killing, has always been an indispensable instrument of the :tn of 
government. The hostility of the enslaved to life is an inexhaustible source 
of hisrory's dark side. Even rhe puritanical excess, hitting the booze. takes 
despairing revenge on life. 

The love of natute and fine proclaimed by tota.litarian propaganda is 
merely a superficial reaction to fIXation at the level of the body, to the fail
ure of civilization to fulfill itsel( Being unable to escape it, one praises the 

body when not allowed to hit it. The "tragic" world-view of the fascists* is 
the ideological stag party on the eve of me real blood wedding. Those who 

extOlled the body in Germany, the gymnasts and outdoor sportS enthusi
.lStS, always had an intimate affinity to killing, as nature lovers have to 
hUllling. They sec the body as a mobile mechanism, with its hinged links, 
the flesh upholstering the skeletOn. They manipulate the body, actuating 
Ihe limbs as if they were already severed. The Jewish tradition insti lls an 
.Iversion to measuring human beings with a yardstick, because the dead arc 
measured-for the coffin. That is what gives the body-manipulatOrs their 
enjoyment. Unaware, they measure the other with the eye of the coffin 
nuker. The rruth comes OUt when they state the result, calling the person 
1.l1I lin German: long], shorr, fat, heavy. They are interested in illness, 
.Intitl l):uing their fellow diner's death in what he e:tts, their interest being 
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only thinly rationalized by concern for his health. Language keeps in step 
with them. It has converted the stroll into exercise and food into calories. 
just as in English and French the name for a throng of living [fees is syn
onymous with "timber." Along with the morrality rate, society is reducing 
life to a chemical process. 

In the fiendish humiliation of prisoners in the concentration camps. 
which~for no rational reason-the modern executioner adds to the death 
by torture, the unsublimated yet repressed rebellion of despised nature 
breaks out. Its full hideousness is vented on the martyrs of love, the alleged 
sexual offenders and libertines, for sexuality is the body unreduced; it is 
expression. that which the butchers secrecly and despairingly crave. In free 
sexuality the murderer fears the lost immediacy, the original oneness, in 
which he can no longer exist. It is the dead thing which rises up and lives. 
He now makes everything one by making it nothing, because he has to sti
fle that oneness in himself. For him the victim represents life wh ich has 
survived rhe schism; it must be broken and rhe universe must be nothing 
but dust and abstract power. 

MASS SOCIETY 

Complementing the cult of stars is the social mechanism of the nota
bles, which levels anything that stands out; the stars and dignitaries are 
mere patterns for the ready-made world, and for the scissors of juridical 
and economic justice, which snip off the last loose ends. 

.1 
Postscnpt 

The view that the leveling and standardization of people in general, 
on the one hand, is matched, on the other, by a heightening of individu
·ality in the so-called leader figures, in keeping with their power. is erro
neous and itself a piece of ideology. The fascist masters of today are not so 
much supermen as functions of their own publicity apparatus, intersec
tions of the identical reactions of countless people. If, in the psychology of 
the present-day masses, the leader no longer represents the father so much 
as the collective, monStrously enlarged projection of the impotent ego of 
each individual, then rf1e leader figures do indeed correspond to what they 
represent. Not by accident do they resemble hairdressers. provincial 
actors, and guner journalists. A parr of their mo~ influence lies precisely 
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III the fact that, whi le in themselves as powerless as all the rest, they 
embody on the latter's behalf the whole abundance of power without 
being anything more than the blank spaces which power has happened to 

occupy. It is nOt so much that they are exempt from the decay of individ· 
uality as that decayed individuals triumph in them and are in some way 
rewarded for their decay. The leaders have become fully what they always 
were slightly throughout the bourgeois era, actors playing leaders. The dis
tance between the individuality of Bismarck and of Hitler is hardly less 
man that between the prose of Gedanken u"d Erimunmgen and the gib
berish of Mei" Kampf In the suuggle against fascism, not the least con
cern is to reduce the bloated leader images to rhe true scale of their 
insignificance. At least in the similarity between the ghetto barber and the 
dictator, Chaplin's film'" hit on something essential. 

CONTRADICTIONS 

A moral system, with axioms, corollaries. and iron logic, and reliable 
application to every moral dilemma-that is what is demanded of philoso
phers. k a rule. they have fUlfLlled the expectation. Even when they have 
nOt set up a practical system or a fully developed casuistry, they have man
aged to derive obedience to authority ITom their theories. Usually they 
have justified once again the whole scale of values already sanctioned by 
public praxis. with all the comforts of sophisticated reasoning, demon
stration, and evidence. "Honor the gods through the traditional native 
religion." said EpicUfUS,20 and Hegel said it after him. A philosopher who 
hesitates {Q make such a profession is all (he more energetically required 
to deliver a general principle. if thought does not si mply reaffirm the 
prevalent rules, it must appear yet more self-assured, universal. and 
authoritative than if it had mere!r..justified what was already in force. You 
consider the prevailing power unjust; would you rather have no power at 
all, but chaos? You criticize the srandardization of life and progress; should 
we then light wax candles in the evening and have our cities filled with the 
stink of refuse, as in rhe Middle Ages? You do not like slaughterhouses; 
should society henceforth ear raw vegetables? The positive answers to such 
questions. however absurd. find willing listeners. Political anarchism, the 
reactionary arts and crafts movement. radical vegetarianism, eccentric 
sects and parries have "advertising appeal." The doctrine need only be gen-
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era!, self-assured, universal, and imperarive. What people cannot endure is 
the attempt to evade the either/or, [he misrrtls[ of abstract principles, 

steadflstness without a doctrine. 
Two young people are having a conversation: 

A. You don't want to be a dOCtor~ 
B. By their profession doctors have a lot to do with dying people; mat desen

sitizes them. Moreover, with advanced insritmionalization the doctor rcprescms 
business and its hierarchy vis-a.-vis the patient. He is often tempted to act as an 
advocate of death. He becomes an agent of big business' against consumers. If one 
is selling automobiles it's not so bad, but if the commodity being administered is 
life and the consumers are the sick, that's a situation I'd prefer not to be in. The 
profession of family doctor may have been more innocuous, but that is in decline. 

A. So you think there shouldn't be any doctors, or the old charlal:a1ls ought 

to come back? 
B. I did not say that. I just have a horror of being a doctor myself, and espe

cially a senior consulrant with power of command over a mass hospital. Never
theless, I do, of course. think it better to have doctors and hospitals than to leave 
sick people to die. I would not want to be a public prosecutor, yet giving a free 
run to armed robbers would.seem to me a fiu greater evil than the existence of the 
body of people who pm them in prison. Justice is reasonable. I am not against rea
son; I only want to investigate the form it has taken, 

A. You arc in contradiction with yoursd( You yourself consrandy make use 
of the advamages provided by doctors and judges. You are as guilty as mey are. It 
is jusr that you don't want to be burdened with me work which omers do for you. 
Your own life presupposes the principle you arc trying to evade. 

B. I do not deny it, bur contradiction is necessary. It is a response [Q the 
objective contradiction of society. In a division of lahor as complex as that of 
today, horror can manifest itself in one place and bring down guilt on everyon.e. 
If word of it got about, or if even a small proportion of people were aware: of.lt, 
lun:nic asylums and penal institutes might be humanized and courts of Jus.nce 
might finally be superfluous. But thar is not me reason why I want to be a wnter. 
I just want to be clearer about the terrible stare in which everything is. 

A. If everyone thought as you do, and no one wanted to get his hands dirty, 
(here would be neither docrors nor judges, and me world would be even more 

dreadful. 
B. That is JUSt what I find questionable; for if everyone thought as I do, 

then I hope that not JUSt the means of opposing evil would be reduced, but c:vil 
itself. Humanity has other possibilities. I am not the whole of humanity. and I 
cannOt simply represent it in my thought. The moral p~ept that each of my 
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actions ought [Q provide a general maxim is very problematic. It bypasses history. 
Why should my disinclination to be a doctor be equivalent to the view that there 
should be no doctors? In reality there arc many people who would make good 
doctors and have a good chance of becoming one. if mey behave morally within 
the limits to which their profession is subject today, they have my admiration. 
Perhaps they may even contribute to reducing the deficiencies I have pointed out 
to you; bur perhaps they will deepen them, despite all their professional skill and 
morality. My life as I imagine it, my horror and my desire for knowledge, seem to 
me as justified as the profession of doctor, even though I cannot help anyone 
directly. 

A. But if you knew that by studying medicine you might one day save the 
life of a loved person which would quite cerrainly be lost withom you, would you 
not cake it up at once? 

B. Probably, but by now you can see for yourself th:tt with your love of 
implacable logic you are forced to offer the most absurd examples, while I, with 
my impractical obstinacy and my contradictions, have remained within the 
bounds of common sense. 

This conversation is repeated wherever someone refuses to give up 

thought in face of praxis. Such a person finds logic and consistency a1ways 
on the other side. Anyone who is against vivisection ought not to draw a 
single breath wh ich might cost the life of a bacillus. Logic places itself in 
the service of progress and of reaction, and at all events of reality. And yet, 
in an age when education is radically focused on reality, conversations have 
become rarer, and the neurotic interlocutor B needs superhuman strength 
in order not to become healthy. 

MARKED 

People in their forties are apr ro make a curious observation. They 
discover that most of those with whom rhey have grown up and kept in 
contact show disorders in their habits and their consciousness. One allows 
his work to deteriorate so far that his business collapses; another destroys 
his marriage through no fault of his wife; another embezzles. But even 
those who escape such drastic changes bear signs of decomposition. 
Conversation with them becomes shallow, bombastic, fatuous. Whereas 
earlier the person growing older received intellectual stimulus from others, 
now he finds himself almost the only one who voluntarily displays objL-c
live Iflterest. 
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To begin with he is inclined to regard rhe development ofhis coevals 
as an unpleasant accident. They have simply changed for the worse. Per
haps it has to do with their generation and itS special ourward fate. Finally 
he discovers that tlus experience is already familiar to him, bur from a dif
ferent perspective: that of his youth in relation to grown-ups. Was he not 
convinced then, too, that something was amiss with this or that rc=acher, 
with his uncles and aunts, the friends of his parents, and, later, with rhe 
university professors or rhe trainee's manager? It may have been that they 
displayed some ridiculous tic or that their presence was especially barren, 
oppressive. disappointing. 

At that time he did nor think further about it, accepting the inferi
ority of grown~ups as simply a faCt of narure. But now he finds it con~ 
firmed that under the existing conditions the mere act of living while 
maintaining specific technical or intellectual skills leads even in the prime 
of life to cretinism. Not even the worldly~wise are exempt. It is as if human 
beings, as punishment for betraying the hopes of their youth and accom~ 
modating themselves to the world. are marked by premature decay. 

Postscript 

The decay of individuality today not only teaches us to regard that 
category as historical but also raises doubts concerning its positive namre. 
The inherent principle of [he phase of competition was the wrong done to 

the individual. This relates, however. nor only to the function of the indi~ 
vidual and its particularistic interesrs in sociery bur also to the inner com~ 
position ofindividualiry itself. The tendency roward human emancipation 
emerged under the aegis of individualiry but at the same time was the 
result of the very mechanism from which humanity was to be emancipat~ 
ed. In the autonomy and uniqueness of the individual, the resistance to 
the blind, repressive power of the irrational whole was crystallized. But 
chat resisrance was made historically possible only by the blindness and 
irrationality of the autonomous and unique individual. Conversely, how~ 

ever, that which, as particularistic. was absolutely opposed to the whole 
remains perniciously and opaquely attached to the existing order. The rad~ 
ically individual, unassimilated features of a human being are always both 

at once: residues not f~ly encompassed by the prevail ing system and stili 
happily surviving, and marks of the mutilation inflicted on its members by 
til?t system. In these crai[S, basic determinants ot the system are repeated 
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in exaggerated form: miserliness, for example, magnifies [he principle of 

fixed pro~er~,. hypochondria that of unreflecting self~preservation. Bc
cau~e the indiVidual seeks desperately, through such rraits, [0 assert itself 
agalllst [he compulsions of nature and sociery~sickness ... ,.,d b k h . th ..... an rupt-
~~t e trans emselves necessarily take on a compulsive quality. Within 
~ts mnerm?st.ce~1 me indi.vidual encounters the same power from which it 

as Ae~ Within nself. This makes i[S fliglu a hopeless chimera. Moliere's 

comedies sh~w aware~e~ of this curse no less rhan Daumier's caricatures; 
but the National SOCialiSts, who are abolishing rhe individu ... 1 r d 

dl - d " ,lee C011-
tente yon.1t an ~et up Spitzweg as their classical paimer. 

Onl~ ~ ~elatlon to hardened society, and not absolutely, does the 
ha~ened mdlvldual rep resent something better. Its hardness bears witness 

~o ~ ~ shame called forth by what the collective ceaselessly does to the 
mdlVldual and by what ensues when there are no longer individuals. The 
aco.lyres of rod~y, bereft- of self, are the necessary consequence of the sple~ 
neuc apothecarIes, the passionate rose growers and political cripples ofy". 
terday. 

PHILOSOPHY AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR 

The pla~e of science in the social division of labor is readily identi
fied .. Its task IS to accumulate faCts and functional connections berween 
facts III the largest possible quantities. The storage system must be easil 

su~eye~. It must enable individual industries immediately to locate th~ 
d~sl~ed l.ntel1ectual commodity in the required variety. Already the com
pilanon. IS I~rgely made with an eye for certain industrial Contrac[S. 

, Hlstoncal wor~. too, are required to contribute material. Its mility 
IS to be sought not dtrecrly in industry but ind'-"ctly -'n d - _ _ 
J . '" a nlJlllstration 
~S [ as Maclllavelli wrote for the purposes of princes and republics, histO~ 

(lans .of t~ay work for economic and political committees. Adminedly 
the histOrical form ~as become an impediment to such use; the material i; 
he[[~r arranged straight away in terms of a specific administrative task to 
illanlp~la.te cO.mmodity prices or the emotions of the masses. In addit~on 
to admlllistra[~on and industrial consortia, trade unions and political par
ties are potential CustOmers. 

OffiCial. philos.ophy serves the science which functions in this way. It 
1\ .~upposed, like a killd or inrcllec tual Taylorism, to improve scientific pro-
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duction methods. to rationalize rhe accumulation of knowledge, and pre
vent the waste of mental energy. It has its allotted place in the division of 
labor, like chemistry or bacteriology. The few philosophical residues which 
hark back to the divine worship of the Middle Ages or the contemplation 
of eternal essentialities are still tolerated at secular universities because they 

are so reactionary. In addition, a few historians of philosophy conti nue to 

propagate themselves by tirelessly expounding Piam and Descartes while 
pointing out their obsoleteness. They are accompanied here and there by.a 
veteran of sensualism or an expert personalist who keeps me field of SCI

ence free of any dialectical weeds that might othenvise spring up. 
Unlike its custodians, philosophy refers, among other things, to 

thinking which refuses to capitulate to the prevailing division oflabor and 
does not accept prescribed tasks. The existing order coerces people nor 
merely by physical force and material interests but by overwhelming sug

gestion. Philosophy is not a synthesis, a basic science, or all overar:hing 
science but an effort to resist suggestion. a determination [Q protect mtel

lectual and actual freedom. 
In this effort, the division of labor which has emerged under domi

nation is nor ignored. Philosophy detects the lie which domination 
inescapably brings with it. Refusing to be hypnotized by the preponderant 
power, it pursues it into all its hiding-places in the social machinery, which 
by its nature cannot be taken by storm, or placed under different control, 
but must be understood in freedom from the spell which it casts. When 
the officials which industry maintains in its intellectual depanments-the 
universities. chur~es, and newspapers-challenge philosophy to produce 
credentials by which to legitimate its snooping, it finds itself fatally at a 
loss. It acknowledges no abstract norms or goals wh ich could be a practi
cable alternative to those in force. Its exemption from the suggestive influ
ence of the existing order lies precisely in the fact that, without favoring 

them, it accepts the bourgeois ideals. whether those which that order's 
exponents still proclaim, in however distorted a form, or those which are 
sti ll discernible as the objective purpose of institutions, both technical and 
cu ltural, despite all [he manipulation. It beljeves that the division oflabor 
exists for the sake of human beings and that progress leads to freedom. 
That is why it is liable to (!ome into conflict both with the division oflabor 
and with progress. It gives voice to the contradiction between belief and 
reali ty, paying close anention to phenomena conditioned by the time. 
Unlike the press. it does not attach more import;nce to gigantic mass 
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murder than to the liquidation of a few asylum inmates. It does not place 
the i.ntrigues of the statesman compromised by fascism above the modest 
lynching, or the advertising frenzy of the film industry above the intimate 
funeral announcement. The taste for the grandiose is foreign to ir. Thus it 
is at the same time remote from the existing order and deeply complicit 
with it. It lends its voice to its subject, against the latter's will; it is the voice 
of the contradiction which otherwise would not be heard, but would tri
umph silently. 

THOUGHT 

It is. of course, mistaken to believe that the truth of a theory is the 
same as its fruitfulness. T here are some, however, who appear to assume 

the opposite. For them, theory has so little need to find application in 
thought that it should dispense witb thinking altogether. They misinter~ 
prer every utterance as a final profession of belief, an injunction, or a 
taboo. They seek to submit to the idea as to a god or attack it as an idol. 
They lack freedom in relation to it. But it is in the nature of truth that one 
is involved in it as an active subject. People may hear propositions which 
in themselves are true; but chey experience their truth only by thinking as 
they hear and by continuing to think. 

This fetishism manifests itself in a drastic form today. One is called 
to aCCOllIlt for one's thoughts. as if they applied directly to praxis." For this 
reason, not only is the utterance which attacks power found intolerable 

bur the one which gropes forward expetimentally, playing with the possi
bility of error. Yet to be unfinished :ind to know it is the mark even of the 

thought which opposes power, and especially of the thought for which it 
would be worm dying. The proposition that the true is the whole proves 
to be the same as its antithesis, that truth exists only as a pan. The most 
wretched of the excuses which intellectuals have found for executioners
.I nd in the last century they have nor been idle in finding them-is rhat 
the thinking for which the victim was murdered was fallacious. 

MAN AND BEAST 

Throughour European history the idea of the human being has been 
rkprcssed in comradistinction to the animal. The latter's lack of reason is 

Ih(" proof of human dignity. So insistently and unanimollsly has this 
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antithesis been recited by all the earliest precursors of bourgeois thought, 
the ancient Jews, the Stoics, and the Early Fathers, and then through the 
Middle Ages to modern rimes. that few other ideas are so fundamental to 

Western anthropology. The antithesis is acknowledged even today. The 
behavioristS only appear to have forgotten it. That they apply to hum.an 
beings the same formulae and results which they wring without rest~nt 
from defenseless animals in their abominable physiological laboratOries, 
proclaims the difference in an especially subtle way. Th~ con~lusion they 
draw from the mutilated animal bodies applies. not to ammals 10 freedom, 
but to human beings today.- By mistreadng animals they announce that 
they, and only they in the whole of creation, function volunrarily in the 
same mechanical, blind, automatic way as the twitching movements of the 
bound victims made use of by the expert. The professor at the dissection 
table defines such movements scientifically as reflexes; the soothsayer at 
the altar would have proclaimed them a sign from his gods. Humans pos~ 
sess reason, which pitilessly follows its path; the animals from which they 
draw their bloody conclusions have only unreasoning terror, the impulse 

to take flight on a path which is cut off. . ' 
The lack of reason has no words. Its possession, which domll1atcs 

manifest history, is eloquent. The whole earth bears witness to the glory 
of man. In war and peace, arena and slaughterhouse, from the slow death 
of the elephant overpowered by primitive human hordes with the aid of 
the first planning to the perfected exploiration of the animal world toda~, 
the unreasoning creature has always suffered at the hands of reason. 11\1s 
visible course of tvents conceals from the executioners the invisible one: 
existence without the light of reason, the actual life of animals. It would 
be the proper subject matter for psychology, for only the life of animals 
runs its course according to inner impulses; where psychology has to 
explain human beings, rhey are already regressive ~d destroyed. When 
rhe hel p of psychology is sought among human bemgs, the meager .fie~d 
of their immediate relationships is narrowed still further, and even wl[hlll 
it rhey are made into things. Psychology used to explain others is imperti
nenl, and to explain one's own morives sentimental. Animal psycholo~y, 
meanwhile, has lost sight of its object; engrossed with the chicanery of us 
traps and labyrinths. it his forgotten that to speak of and acknowledge .3 

psyche or soul (See/e) is appropriate precisely and o~ly i~ the .case of am
m:ds. Even Aristotle, who attributed a soul to them, I,f an mfenor one, pre-
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ferred to speak of the bodies. parts, movemems, and procreation of ani~ 
rnals rather man the life peculiar to them. 

The world of animals is withom concepts. There is no word to hold 
fast the identical in me flux of phenomena, rhe same genus in me succes~ 
sion. o:.specimens, t~~ sa~e thing in changing situations. Although the 
posslbday of recognition IS not absent, identification is restricted to vital 
patterns. There is nothing in the flux" that could be defined as lasting, and 
yet everything remains one and the same, because there is no fixed knowl
edge of the past and no clear prospect into the future. The animal 
responds to its name and has no self, it is enclosed in itself yet exposed, 
one compulsion is followed by another, no idea extends beyond it. Its loss 
of solace is not balanced by a reduction in fear, its lack of awareness of 
happiness by the absence of mourning and pain. For happiness to become 
substamial, for life to be endowed with death, identifying remembrance is 
needed, assuaging knowledge, the religious or philosophical idea, in short, 
the concept. There are happy animals, but how short~lived is that happi
ness! The. animal's experience of duration, uninterrupted by liberating 
th?ught. IS dreary and depressive. To escape the gnawing emptiness of 
existence some resistance is needed, and itS backbone is language. Even the 
s{r~ngesr animal is infinitely feeble. Schopenhauer's doctrine according to 

which the pendulum oflife oscillates between pain and boredom, between 
brief moments of sated impulse and endless craving, is true of the animal, 
which cannot interrupt the fatal cycle with cognition. In the animal's soul 
~e individual feelings and needs of human beings are vestigially present, 
~Jthout ~e stability which only organizing reason confers. The 'best days 
fl~t ~ast .m a bustling medley like a dream, which rhe animal can hardly 
dlstmgUlsh from waking in any case. It is without the clear division 
between play and seriousness, the happy awakening from nightmare to 
reality. 

In popular fairy tales tile metamorphosis of humans into animals is 
a recurring punishment. To be imprisoned in an animal body is regarded 
as damnation. To children and peoples, the idea of such transformations 
i~ immediatclr comprehensible and familiar. Believers in the transmigra~ 
non of souls In (he earliest cultures saw the animal form as punishment 
and torment. The mute wildness in the animal's gaze bears witness to the 
horror which is feared by humans in such metamorphoses. Every animal 
recalls co them an immense misfortune which took place in primeval 
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times. Fairy tales express [h is d im human mtUltion. But whereas the 
prince in the fairy tale retained his reason so that. when the time came, he 
could feU of his woe and the fairy could release him, the animal's lack of 
reason holds it eternally captive in its form, unless man, who is onc with 
it through his past, can find the redeeming formula and through it soften 

the stony heart of infinity at the end of time. 
For the being endowed with rcaSOll , however, concern fo r the unrea

soning an imal is idle. Western civilization has left that to womcn. They 
have. no autonomous share in the capabilities which gave rise to this civi
lization. The man must go out into hostile life, must act and strive." The 
woman is not a subject. She does nor produce but looks after the produc
ers, a living monument to the long-vanished time of the self-sufficient 
household. The division of labor imposed on her by the man was unfa
vorable. She became an embodiment of biological function , an image of 
nature, in the suppression of wh ich this civilizadon's claim to glory lay. To 
dominate nature boundlessly, ro turn the cosmos into an endless hunting 
ground, has been the dream of millennia. It shaped the idea of man in a 
male society. It was the purpose of reason, on which man prided himself 
Woman was smaller and weaker, betw"cen her and man there was a dHfer
ence she could nor overcome, a difference set by nature, the most sham
ing, degrading agency possible within the male society. When domination 
of nature is the true goal, biological inferiority remains the ultimate stig
ma, the weakness imprimed by nature, the mark which invites violence. 
The church, which in the course of history has hardly missed an opportu
nity to take a lelding voice in popular institutions, whether (hey be slav
ery, crusades, or simply pogroms, sided with Plato, despite the Ave Maria, 
in rhe assessment of woman. The image of the Mother of Sorrows was a 
concession to matriarchal residues. Yet the church used the very image 
which was supposed to redeem woman from her inferiority to sanction it. 
"The influence of Divine Law in a Christian land," proclaimed de 
Maistre, that law's legitimate son, "need only be extinguished or weakened 
10 a certai n degree by tOlerati ng the freedom of women which has arisen 
from it, and freedom, though noble and moving in itself, will degenerate 
soon enough ioro shamelessness. Women would become the fatal instru
ments of a general decli!le, which would swiftly undermine [he viral 
organs of the state. Engulfed by corruption, the state would spread shame 
and terror in its fiery ruin. "21 The witch trials used , by the allied feudal 
rackets to terrorize the populace when they found themselves threatened 
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were at the same time a celebration and confirmation of the victory of 
male domination over primeval matriarchal and mimetic stages of devel
opment. T he amos-da-fl were the Church's pagan bonfires, a triumph of 
~a[~re in the form of self-preserving reason, to the glory of reason's dom
Lnanon over nature. 

The bourgeoisie reaped the benefit of feminine virtue and modesty 
as reaction formations of the matriarchal rebellion. Woman gained admis
sion. to the world of mastery on behalf of the whole of exploited nature, 
but LO a broken form. Subj ugated, she mirrors her conqueror's victory in 
her spontaneous submission, reflecting defeat back to him as devotion, 
despair as the beautiful soul, the violated heart as the loving breast. At the 
price of radical exclusion from praxis and withdrawal into a charmed cir
cle, ~ature receives homage from the lord of creation. An, morality, and 
sublime love are masks of nature, in which nature reappears transformed 
and becomes expressive as its own anti thesis. Through its masks it ac
quires the gift of speech; in its distortion it manifests irs essence; beauty is 
the serpenr which displays the wound where once the fang was implanted . 
Yet behind man's admiration for beauty lurks always the ringing laughter, 
the boundless scorn, the barbaric obscenity vented by potency on impo~ 
renee, with which it numbs the secret fea r that it is itself enslaved to impo
tence, to death, to nature. When the deformed jesters whose capers and 
foolscaps once enacted the mournful gaiety of broken nature had escaped 
the service of kings, rhe planned cultivation of beauty was encrusted to 
~omen. Modern puritanical woman zealously took up the task, identifY
IIlg herself fully with the foil accompli, with nature not in its 'wildness but 
in its domestication. What was left of the fans, songs, and dances of 
~oman slave girls was definitively reduced in Birminghanl to piano play
IIlg and other handicrafts, until the last residues of female wantonness had 
been entirely sublimated as emblems of patriarchal civilization. Under the 
p:cssure of universal" advertising, powder and li pstick, rejecting their ori
gill among courtesans, became skin care, the bathing suit an attribute of 
hygiene. Nothing can escape. Even love, through the mere fact thac it 
takes place within the completely organized system of dominarion,* has 
the sy~te.m's trademark imprinted on it. in Germany those entrapped by 
the ex~st1ng order now demonstrate their obedience to it by promiscuity, 
J.S earher by modesty. affirming by indiscriminate performance of the sex
ual act their rigid subordination to the dominant reason.' 

Juning into the present' like a fossil of the bourgeois esteem for 
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woman is the termagant, the shrew. For measureless ages her nagging has 
avenged, within her own hOllse, the wretchedness ~hich has, befallen ,her 
sex. Outside it, toO, in the absence of the genuflection she falls [Q receive, 

the malevolent crone barks at the absent-minded man who fails ro rise to 
his feet in her presence, knoclcing off his hat. That rhe head itse~f must 
roll, come what may, she has always demanded in politics, whether ~n rem
iniscence of the maenadic past or through outbidding man and hlS order 
in her impateor rage. The bloodthirstiness of wome~ in pogr~ms edip~es 
that of men. The oppressed woman as Fury has outlived her nrne, con.nn
uing to display the grimace of mutilated nature in an .age when d~mm~
rion is molding the well-trained bodies of both sexes, In whose umforml
ty the grimace has been effaced. Against the backgrou~d of such mass. p~o
duction, the scolding of the shrew, who at least reramed her own ~I~tln
guishing face, becomes a sign of humanity, l~er ~gli~ess a trace of Splflt. If 
in past centuries the young girl wore her subjection m her melancho~y fea
tures and her devoted love, an alienated image of nature, an aesthetic cul
tural object, at least the harridan of today has finally discovered a new 
female profession . As a social hyena she actively pursues cultural .goals. 
Her ambition runs after honors and publicity, but her understandmg of 
male culture is not yet sufficiently sharpened to prevent her, amid the 
injuries done her, from committingfoux pllS and showing that sh~ is not 
yet at home in the civilization of men. Isolated, she ~eeks refug~ 111 ~o~
glomerates of science and magic, misbegotten offspnng of the Idealistic 
privy councilor rnd the Nordic dairvoyante .. ~he feels hers.elf ~awn to 

mischief. The last female opposition to the Splnt of male society IS degen
erating in a morass of trivial rackets, sects, and hob~ies, is tu.rning ~to ~e 
perverted aggression of social work and theosophICal g~SSlp, ve~t1ng I~S 
petty rancor in good works and Christian Science. In t~IS quag~ure, soh
darity with creaturely life expresses itself not s~ much In rhe ::-mmal pr~
tecrion league as in neo-Buddhism and the Pekinese,. whose distorted VIS

age, now as in early paintings, reminds us of the P~ysLOg~omy of the co~rt 
jester left behind by progress. Like the hunchbacks u~gamly ~eaps, the lu
de dog's features still represent mutilated nature, while mass. mdusrry and 
mass culture have learned to prepare the bodies of breedmg bulls and 
humans according to scien'tiftc methods. The standardized masses are now 
so little aware of thcir own transformation, in which they have desperate
ly collaboratcd, that they no longer require its sym~olic display. Among 
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the lesser news items on the second and third pages of newspapers, the 
front pages of which are filled with the horrifying exploits of human 
beings, circus ftres and the poisoning of large animals are sometimes 
reponed. We are reminded of animals when their last specimens, of the 
same species as the medieval fool, perish in endless torment, a capital loss 
to their owner who was unable to provide the loyal creatures with fire pro
tection in an age of concrete buildings. The tall giraffe and the wise ele
phant are oddities which can no longer provide amusement for wised-up 
schoolboys. In Africa, the last part of the earth which has vainly sought to 
protect their poor herds from civilization, they form traffic obstacles to 
bombers landing in the latest war. They are being eradicated entirely. On 
an earth made reasonable there is no longer a need for the aesthetic reflec
tion. The demons are driven Olit by directly imprinting humans. Dom
ination no longer needs numinous images; it produces them industrially, 
thc morc reliably to insinuate itself into human beings. 

The distortion which is inherent in every work of art, as mutilation 
is inherent in the luster of feminine beauty, the maiming which puts on 
show the wound in which subjugated nature recognizes itself-that 
maiming is again being done by fascism, but no longer as mere appear
ance. It is inflicted directly on the damned, In this society there is no 
longer any sphere in which domination can profess its contradictions, as it 
does in art; there is no longer any means of duplication by which the dis
tortion might be expressed. But in earlier times such expression was called 
nOt only beauty but thought, intellect, language itself. Today language cal
culates. designates, betrays, initiates death; it does not express. The cul
ture industry* has, like science, its own precise, external means of mea
surement by which to judge itself: facts. Film stars are experts, their per
formances are records of natural behavior, classifying modes of reaction; 
the directOrs and scripcw-riters produce models of adapted behavior. The 
precision work of the culture industry* precludes distortion as a mere 
fa wt, an accident, something defectively subjective and naturaL The devi
ation is analyzed to discover the practical cause which would link it back 
to rationality. Only then is it forgiven. Along with the reflection of power 
by nature, the tragic, like the comic, has disappeared; the rulers become 
serious in proportion to the resistance [Q be overcome, and humorous in 
proporrion to rhe despair they perceive. Intellectual enjoyment used to be 
confined to rhe presentation of suffering, but they play with horror itself. 
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Sublime love anached itself to strength appearing through weakness, in 
woman's beauty, but they attach themselves directly to power: the idol of 
mday's society is the masculine face which exhibits a certain rakish lordli
ness. The woman is used for work, childbearing; Of, if presentable, she 
enhances the status of her matc. No longer does she sweep the man away 
in rapture. Adoration reverts to self-love. The world and its purposes 
demand rhe whole of man. None can give away any part of himself; he 
must keep it all within. Bur, in the eyes of praxis, nature is all [hat is with
out and underneath, an objcC[-as the girl , in vulgar parlance, has always 
been for the soldier. Feeling confines itself to power in relation ro power. 
As womall did earlier, man now lays down his arms before man, but with 
dark, unswerving coldness. He becomes a woman, with eyes only for pow
er. In the fascist collecti ve,~ with its teams and work camps, everyone from 
tender youth is a prisoner in solitary confinement, which breeds homo
sexuality. Even the beast must wear the lordly fea tures. The distinctive 

human face, which humiliatingly recalls our origin in nature and our 
enslavemem ro it, irresistibly invites experr homicide. The caricature of 
the Jew has always relied on this, and even Goethe's aversion to apes 
marked out the limits of his humanity. \'(!hen captains of indusuy and fas
cist leaders have animals around them, they are not domestic poodles bur 
Great Danes and lion cubs. They are there to add spice to power duough 
the terror they inspire. So blind is the murderous fascist colossus in face of 
nature that he conceives of animals only as means of humiliating humans. 

NietzSche's unj4st accusation of Schopenhauer and Voltaire, that they 
"knew how ro disguise [their] harred of certain men and things as pity 
tOward an imals,"22 applies truly to the fascist bu tcher. The precondition of 

the fascists' pious love of animals, nature, and children is the lust of the 
hunter. The idle stroking of children's hair and animal pelts signifies: this 
hand can destroy. It tenderly fondles one victim before fe ll ing the orner, 
and its choice has nothing to do with the victim's guilt. The caress inti
mates that all are the same before power, that they have no being in them
selves. For domination's bloody purposes the creature is on ly material. 
T hus the f-i"iIJrer flaunts his concern for innocents, who are plucked OUt 
withom merit as others aTer killed without desert. Nature is filth. Only the 

devious srrength wh ich survives is in the right. But that strength itself is 
on ly nature; the whole ingenious machinery of modern industrial society 
is no more than nature dismembering itself: There is no longer any , 
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medium through which this contradiction can find expression. It unfolds 

~ith the glu~ obstinacy of a world from which art, thought, and negativ
Iry have vamshed. Human beings are so radically emanged from them
selves and &om nature that they know only how ro use and harm each 
other. Each is merely a factor, the subject or object of some praxis, some
thing ro be reckoned with or discounted. 

. In this. world liberated from appearance-in which human beings, 
havmg forfeited reflection, have become once more the cleverest an imals, 
which subjugate rhe reSt of the universe when they happen not to be tear

ing themselves apart-to show concern for animals is considered no 
longer merely sentimental but a betrayal of progress. In the best reac
tionary tradition Goring linked animal protection to racial hatred, rhe 
Lutheran-German ic joys of the happy murderer with the genteel fair play 
of the aristocratic hunter. T he fronts are clearly drawn; anyone who oppos
es Hearst"" and Goring is on the side of Pavlov and vivisection; anyone 
who hesitates between the two is fair game for both. Such a person is raid 
ro foUow reason. The choice is obligatory and inescapabl e. Anyone who 
wants to change the world should at all costs avoid finishing up in the 

morass of petty rackets, where political sectarians, utopians, and anarchists 
go to ruin along with the spiritualists. Intellecruals whose thought is unat
tached to any active historical power, and orientates itself by neither of the 

poles tOward which industrial society is heading, lose their subsrance; their 
thought becomes baseless." The real is the rational. Anyone who does not 

join in, the progressives also tell them, is of no help to anyone. Everything 
d~pends on sociery, and thought, no matter how precise, must align itself 
wah the powerfuJ social tendencies, without which it becomes mere 
whimsy. This consensus unites all the righteous realists, who declare their 
aile.giance to human sociery as to a mass racket within nature. The thought 
whICh does not pursue the aims of any of their departments incurs their 
boundJess wrath. It reminds them that something which exists only to be 
smashed still has a voice: nature, with which the lies of the nationalist folk
lore-lovers are full fO overflowing. When its sound interrupts, even for a 
moment, their chanti ng chorus, the dread they seek to drown with their 
voices, and which lives on in their rationalized, broken hearts as in every 
animal,. makes itself heard. The tendencies brought into daylight by the 
expreSSion of such thoughts are omnipresent and blind. Nature in itself is 
neither good, as was believed by [he old Romamicism, nor noble, as is 
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asserted by the new. As a model and goal it signifies anti-inrdlecrualism, 
lies, bestiality; only when apprehended as knowledge does it become the 
urge of the living toward peace, the consciousness which, &om the begin
ning, has inspired the unerring resistance to Fiihrer and collective. What 
threatens the prevailing praxis and its inescapable alternatives is not 
nature, with which that praxis coincides, but the remembrance of nature. 

PROPAGANDA 

Propaganda directed at changing the world-what an absurdity! 
Propaganda turns language into an instrument, a lever, a machine. 
Propaganda fixes the composition which human beings have taken on 
under social injuscice, by stirring them. Ir counts on meir abili ty to be 
counted on . All people know in theiT innecmoS[ awareness that through 
this medium they are turned into media, as in a fanory. The rage they feel 
in following it is the old rage against the yoke, reinforced by the dim 
knowledge that the way out pointed by propaganda is the wrong one. 
Propaganda manipulates human beings; when it screams freedom it con

rradicts itself. Mendacity is inseparable from it. It is the community of lies 
in which the leader and the led come together, even when its content as 
such is correct. In it even truth becomes a mere means, to the end of gain
ing adherents; it falsifies truth simply by taking it into its mouth. That is 
why true resisrance is without propaganda. Propaganda is antihuman. It 
presupposes tha~ the principle thar politics should spring from communal 
insight is no more than a form of words. 

In a society which prudendy sers limirs to rhe threatening abun
dance, what is recommended to everyone by others deserves mistruSL The 
warning against commercial advertisemenrs, that no company gives any
thing away. is applicable everywhere, and, after the merger of business and 

politics. especially to the latter. The degree of euJogy increases with the 
decrease in quality: the Volkswagen, unlike the Rolls-Royce. depends on 
advertising. The interests of industry and consumers do not harmonize 
even when the former seriously has something to offer. Even propaganda 
for freedom C.111 be a source of confusion in that it necessarily effaces the 
difference berween theory and the particular interesrs of irs addressees. 
The workers' leaders murdered in Germany were cheated even of the truth 
of their own action, since fuscism belied their solida~iry by the selectivity , 
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of its revenge. When intellectuals are torrured to death in concentration 
omps, that does not necessarily make the wotkers outside worse off. 

Fascism was not the same for Ossienky and for the proletariar. Propa
ganda cheated both. 

W.hat .is s.us~ect is not, of course, the depiction of reality as hell but 
[he foutllle IIlvuatJon to break our of it. If that invitation can be addressed 
to anyone today, it is neither to the so-called masses nor to the individual 

who is powerless, but rather to an imaginary witness. to whom we be~ 
queath it so that it is not entirely lost with us. 

IN THE GENESIS OF STUPIDITY 

The emblem of intelligence is the feeler of the snail, the creatu re 
~with the fumbling face." with which, if we can believe Mephistopheles,23 
It also smells. Meeting an obstacle, the feeler is immediately withdrawn 

into the protection of the body. it becomes one with the whole until it 
timidly ~ent~res forth again as an autonomous agent. If the danger is still 
present, If disappears once more, and the intervals berween the attempts 
gro~ longer.. Mental life in its earliest stages is infinitely delicate. The 
snads sense IS dependent on a muscle. and muscles grow slack if their 
scope .for movement is impaired. The body is crippled by physical injury, 
the mmd by fear. [n their origin both effects are inseparable. 

Th: hi~her ani.mal~ have themselves to thank for [heir greater free
dom; thclr CXIstence IS eVidence that feelers were once stretchcd our in new 
directions and not repulsed. Each of their species is a monument to COUnt
less others whose attempTS to develop were blocked at the outset, which 
gave way to fright if only a single feeler stirred in the path of their evolu

tion. The suppression of possibilities by the direct resistance of surround
ing na~ure is exte.nded inwardly by the wasting of organs through fright. 

Each time an alll~al l~ks out with curiosity a new form of the living 
dawns, a form which might emerge from the clearly formed species to 
wh~ch the in~vidua~ creature belongs. But it is not only this specific form 
which holds It back m the security of the old state; the force which its look 
en~ounters is the resistance, miiJions of years old, which has imprisoned it 
at Its prescnr stage from the first, and which, constantly renewcd, inhibits 
every step which goes beyond that stage. That first. tentative look is always 
casily repulsed; behind it stand goodwill, fragile hope. but no continuous 
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energy. In the direction from which it has been definitely scared off the 
animal becomes shy and stupid. 

Stupidity is a scar. It can relate to one faculry among many or to 

them all, practical and menral. Every partial srupidiry in a human being 
marks a spot where the awakening play of muscles has been inhibited 
instead of fostered. With the inhibition, the vain repetition of unorga~ 
nized, awkward attempts originally began. The child's endless questions 
are already a sign of a secret pain, a serious question to which it has found 
no answer and which it cannot frame in its proper form.2~ The repetition 
half resembles playful determination, as when a dog endlessly leaps against 
a door it has not learned how to open, finally giving up if the handle is too 
high, and half corresponds to hopeless compulsion, as when a lion paces 
end.lessly up and down in its cage or a neurotic repeats the defense reac
tion which has already proved futile. If the child has wearied of its repeti
tions, or if the thwarting has been too brutal, irs attention can rurn in 
another direction; the child is richer in experience, as one says, but at the 
point where its impulse has been blocked a scar can easily be left behind, 
a slight callous where the surface is numb. Such scars lead to deformations. 
They can produce "characters," hard and capable; they can produce Stu
pidiey, in the form of deficiency symptoms, blindness, or impotence, if 
they merely stagnate, or in the form of malice, spite, and fanaticism, if 
they turn cancerous within. Goodwill is turned (0 ill will by the violence 
it suffers. And nOt only the forbidden question but the suppressed imita
tion, the forbidden weeping or the forbidden reckJess game, can give rise 
(0 such scars. Li~e the genera within the series of fauna. the inrellecrual 
gradations witltin the human species, indeed, the blind spots within the 
same individual, mark the poims where hope has come to a halt and in 
their ossificarion bear witness to whar holds all living things in thrall. 
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